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1 Should disabled people participate in sport?

Of course disabled people should participate in sport / They should do everything they want, like the able-
bodied / Sport can bring disabled people happiness, fulfilment and joy.
 
I don’t think disabled people should participate in sport. It can be too dangerous for them.
 

2 Should sportspeople earn a lot of money?

I think that sportspeople should earn a lot of money if they are really good / because their sports career is
relatively short / when they break records and win medals.
 
No, they shouldn’t. I think many sportspeople earn too much, especially football payers and tennis players.
The money is outrageous and makes other people feel very angry and jealous. 
 

3 What are the most popular sports in Poland / in Europe?

I think the most popular sports in Poland / Europe are team sports such as football, handball and volleyball. / I
think that nowadays jogging is a very popular sport in Poland / Europe. A lot of people go jogging every day
and with time they take part in half marathons or marathons.
 

4 What makes a good coach?

A good coach knows how to motivate sportspeople / can listen to people / is able to support sportspeople / is
a great observer / is understanding / should be strict and demanding / should be fair / ought to be a good
mentor / ought to be flexible. 
 

5 How can PE teachers encourage students to do sports?

They can make the lessons more interesting by introducing dancing, aerobics or yoga classes for girls and
martial arts for boys. / They can allow students to decide what they want to do during the lessons. / They can
prepare more varied classes. / They can organise tournaments and competitions.
 

6 What kind of sports do you prefer: team sports or individual sports? Why?

I prefer individual sports because I like to train at my own pace / I can’t work well with people / I get angry
with people / I demand too much from people.
 
I prefer team sports because I like company / I am good at team work / team spirit is very important to me /
team members can motivate me to work hard.
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7 Would you like to try doing an extreme sport? Why? Why not?

Yes, I would like to try doing an extreme sport / bungee jumping / parachuting / paragliding / ice climbing
because I love adrenaline / it can bring a lot of satisfaction and fulfilment / because I want to try everything in
life. 
 
No, I think that extreme sports are far too dangerous / I don’t want to get injured while doing extreme sports /
extreme sports are for crazy people. 
 

8 Can doing sports be dangerous? Why? Why not?

Yes, doing sports can be dangerous. One can get an injury / One might break a bone / One can have problems
with joints and bones in the future / One can experience some cardiological problems / One can die of
exhaustion and over-training. 
 

9 Do you often do sports? Why? Why not?

I often do sports because I want to be in shape / I can meet people similar to me / I can make new friends /
sport makes me feel better / I can build my stamina.
 
I do not often do sports because I don’t like sport / I have other extra-curricular activities such as guitar
lessons, language lessons / I am very busy / I prefer meeting my friends.
 

10 Is it better to travel alone or with companions?

It is better to travel with companions because we can always talk to someone / it is safer / it is more fun.
It is better to travel alone because nobody complains / we can do whatever we want / we can follow our own
pace.
 


